COURSE TITLE: Operational Law of War

COURSE DATE: 4 – 16 March 2018

COURSE LOCATION: The Judge Advocate General’s School, Charlottesville, VA

FUNDING TYPE: UNIT FUNDED

COURSE APPLICATION DEADLINE: 4 January 2018

APPLY TO COURSE: Fill out the Quota Submission Form and email it to JCD@usmc.mil

COURSE DESCRIPTION: This beginning/intermediate course focuses on the role of lawyers in joint and multinational military operations. Lectures cover topics such as the law of armed conflict, rules of engagement and targeting, rule of law in stability operations, comparative law, human rights, war crimes, investigations in the deployed environment, operational funding, international agreements, intelligence law, interrogation operations, information and cyber operations law, domestic operations, and air and sea law. Small group seminars complement lectures and students can chose from various electives to focus their area of study.